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INTRODUCTION

Serious economists have always understood the critical contribution
government investment makes to healthy economic growth. Adam Smith -- who
over 200 years ago made the fundamental case for private markets -- held that
spending for public works and education was as important a function of
government as national defense and the provision of justice. The history of market
economies since then proves the point. The United States, for example, could not
have successfully developed a powerful private economy without large and
sustained government outlays on transportation, education, and the generation of
new technologies. Yet, while governments in competitor nations have been
investing more in the future, the U.S. has been investing less, setting the stage for
further declines in living standards and competitiveness.

In 1989 a group of over 300 American economists -- including six Nobel Prize
winners -- described a growing Public Investment Deficit that “will have a crippling
effect on America’s future competitiveness.” According to the economists:

Just as business must continually reinvest in order to prosper, so must a
nation. Higher productivity -- the key to higher living standards -- is a
function of public, as well as private, investment. If America is to succeed in
an increasingly competitive world, we must expand efforts to equip our
children with better education and our workers with more advanced skills.
We must assure that disadvantaged children arrive at school age healthy and
alert. We must prevent drug abuse and dropping out among teen-agers. We
must fix our bridges and expand our airports. We must accelerate the
diffusion of technology to small and medium sized business. (EPI, 1989)



Recent research by economists David Aschauer, Alicia Munnell, and others

has confirmed that there are direct links between spending on public infrastructure

and the growth of private investment, productivity, and profits. And evidence

continues to accumulate that there are substantial returns to the nation from

spending on education, training, early childhood programs, and civilian research

and development (R&D). Statisticians may quibble over the precise numbers, but

we know they are positive and large.

This briefing paper concludes that the federal government must increase

domestic spending by a minimum of roughlv $60 billion (more than one percent of

the gross national oroduct) this vear iust to keep from widening the investment

deficit further. This estimate reflects the bottom of a range of needs estimates

made over recent years. The high point of the range totals more than $125 billion.

There is reason to believe that even these estimates have been constrained by

perceptions of what is politically credible rather than what investments are needed

to support a prosperous economy. Moreover, this is a narrow definition of

investment; it does not include spending on public safety, health, housing,

environmental clean-up, and other areas of social need which add to a nation’s

economic strength. The estimates contained in this paper therefore can represent

at best only a part of the cost of an adequate domestic agenda.

Of course, more money alone cannot motivate the potential drop-out, teach

complex skills to the disadvantaged, design and build modern transportation

systems or discover new technologies. We also need to revitalize the institutions

and techniques that deliver public investment goods and services. But in the

market economy we live in, none of these goals -- including institutional reform --

can be accomplished without putting more funds into the effort.

Current economic and political developments suggest that an opportunity

exists now to find the money. The economic opportunity results from the collapse

of the Soviet military threat and the dramatic reduction in the need for U.S. military

spending. The political opportunity is the growing awareness that laissez-faire

policies have failed to deliver; a dozen years of disinvestment, deregulation and

undermining of the public sector has produced a less prosperous America.M o r e
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and more Americans now realize that there is a synergy between public and private
investment. Thus, if our country is to regain its economic health, we have no
choice but to raise the rate of domestic public sector investment. Each year that we
wait, the problems accumulate and become more expensive to solve.

In our federal system, state and local governments make the bulk of domestic
investments, both from funds raised by themselves and from funds received from
the federal government. But today state and local governments have limited room
to raise revenues to pay for the increases in public investment the nation needs.
The federal government has already off-loaded much of the domestic investment
burden onto state and local governments while simultaneously undermining their
taxing capacity. Thus, in order to raise the national share of resources devoted to
domestic investment, the federal government must raise its contribution.

Unfortunately, our current budget trajectory is leading us to further cuts in
domestic investment in order to accommodate the Pentagon. The current defense
budget implies higher military spending in fiscal 1994 and 1995 than was assumed
by Congress in the Fall 1990 budget deal. Now, according to the Congressional
Budget Office, the President’s current plan will require $41 billion in cuts in non-
defense discretionary budget authority to meet the overall budget caps for those
years. This will translate into a further decline in the rate of public investment over
the next five years. Thus, the present priorities of the United States government fail
to reflect the realities of today’s changed world -- in which economic strength is as
important as military strength in the maintenance of national security.

WHAT COUNTS AS INVESTMENT?

In economic terms, public investment programs are those that increase the
nation’s future capacity to produce goods and services -- in either the public or
private sector. Like private investments, public investments create human and
physical assets which generate new income streams and ultimately additional
revenue to just@ the initial outlay.

There is room for debate over what should or should not be included in a
public investment menu. This report employs a narrow, conservative, economic
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definition. “Investment” is limited to spending for: (1) human resources --

education, training, and selected children’s programs; (2) non-defense physical

capital -- highways, bridges, water systems, pollution control, airports, schools,

etc.: and (3) non-defense R&D.

The absence of other investment-type programs from our analysis is no

comment on their value to the nation. For example, a sound economic argument

can be made for housing assistance -- it is cheaper to keep people housed than to

re-house them once homeless. Similarly, energy and resource conservation

programs represent investment -- more efficient use of resources creates new net

income. Moreover, spending for any children’s program -- from Medicaid to foster

care -- could logically be defined as investment. But we have chosen an austere

standard in order to minimize debate over whether the investment gap described is

exaggerated.

Because investment needs are a function of the economy’s size, each category

of investment spending is expressed as a percentage of gross national product

(GNP). Real dollar investment trends are also useful, but this study is primarily

interested in the connection between investment and economic growth. For the

historical analysis that follows, therefore, unless indicated otherwise, all spending

estimates are expressed in these terms.

FEDERAL INVESTMENT 1966-1996
Federal investment spending’ in the past quarter century has ranged from

1.8 percent of GNP (1989) to nearly 3.0 percent (1978). These seemingly small

percentages reflect large amounts of money invested (or not) in our nation’s roads,

schools, children, and new technologies. For example, in 1990 an increase in

investment spending of 1.2 percentage points would have represented 65 billion

dollars -- roughly the total federal expenditure for physical capital, education, and

training combined.

Historical investment trends are dramatic. Fueled by the War on Poverty, the
Space Race, and the construction of much of the federal highway system, public

investment spending in the 1960s rose to over 2.7 percent by 1966. In 1969, with
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Figure 1
Federal Investment Spending as Percent of GNP,

Fiscal Years 1966-l 996

Projected I
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Source: Office of Management and Budget

the moon conquered and nearly 8.9 percent of GNP devoted to Vietnam-era military

spending, investment spending shrank to under 2.5 percent, a level around which it

would stay through 1975. Investment spending then rose, holding steady around

2.8 percent from Ey76 - FY81, before again dropping dramatically -- to its lowest

level in 19 years. The FY82 level of 2.2 percent would prove to be the first step in a

relatively steady decline through 1990, when the investment share of GNP dipped

below 1.9 percent.

During the 198Os, state and local governments were not able to pick up the

overall slack produced by the federal cuts. Education spending by state and local

governments rose, but the new spending was less targeted on the disadvantaged

than was the federal spending it replaced. Moreover, this new state and local

education spending meant fewer dollars for public infrastructure, which actually

declined in the face of federal cuts. R&D and training programs, finally, are federal

investment concerns only.
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Table 1

FEDERAL INVESTMENT SPENDING, SELECTED PERIODS
(Annual Average as % of GNP)

Total Investment

1966 - 1975 2.6%
1976 - 1981 2.8%
1982 - 1993 2.0%
1994 - 1996 1.7%

Source: Authors’ calculations using OMB data.

OMB estimates of projected investment spending in the FY92 budget foresee a

very slight improvement through Fy93. This increase coincides with the first phase

of the current budget deal, during which levels for domestic, international, and

defense spending are capped. After FY94, however, OMB projects investment

spending falling to a new low -- 1.6 percent in FY96.

Human Resources
Education and Training

As the world market has become more competitive in the 198Os, the U.S. has

responded with a less prepared workforce. A 1990 EPI study revealed that the U.S.

ranks 14th out of 16 industrialized nations in expenditures for grades K- 12. When

Figure 2
Federal Education and Training Investment as

Percent of GNP, Fiscal Years 19664996
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limited to federal spending, but expanded to include higher education and job
training outlays, the national investment in the workforce looks no better. As
Figure 2 illustrates, such investment has clearly been in retreat since 1981.

Table 2

FEDERAL INVESTMENT IN EDUCATION & TRAINING
(Annual Average as % of GNP)

Total Investment

1966 - 1975 0.7%
1976 - 1981 0.9%
1982 - 1993 0.5%
1994 - 1996 0.4%

Source: Authors’ calculations using OMB data.

Federal investments going into elementary, secondary, and vocational
education have trended downward since the early 1970s to a 1990 level of under
0.2 percent. Spending for higher education peaked somewhat later (FY81), but also
declined in the 1980s. Again, education spending is projected to be hit hard in the
FY93-FY96 period.

There is widespread recognition that the flexible workforce needed to compete
in the global economy requires continuous training, retraining, and skill upgrading.
Despite this knowledge, federal investment in training and employment was slashed
by over 60 percent between FY78 and FY82. In the decade to follow, outlays will
average about 0.13 percent, and are projected to fall to their lowest share in over 30
years (0.08 percent) in 1996.

Children
Investment in children, exclusive of education funding, has fared somewhat

better than other investment categories over the past quarter century. While
spending in the late 1980s averaged roughly 0.05 percentage points lower than in
the late 197Os, it was considerably higher than in earlier years.

Much of the general increase in children’s investment is attributable to
increases in child nutrition programs through the 1970s and their relative stability
through the 1980s. During this period, cuts in the special milk programs were
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Figure 3
Federal Investment in Children as Percent of GNP,

Fiscal Years 1966-I 996
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Source: Of&e of Management and Budget

nearly offset by increases in the Special Supplemental Food Program for Women,

Infants, and Children (WIG). Other losers during the 1980s were the children’s

programs (most notably childcare) funded under the Social Services Block Grant

which fell from around 0.08 percent during much of the 1970s to 0.03 percent by

1989. Spending in this area should begin to grow again in FY92 with the

introduction of the Child Care and Development Block Grants, though this upward
trend is projected to be short-lived, turning downward again in FY94.

Table 3

FEDERAL INVESTMENT IN SELECTED
CHILDREN’S PROGRAMS

(Annual Average as % of GNP)

Total Investment

1966 - 1974 0.14%
1975 - 1981 0.26%
1982 - 1990 0.21%
1991 - 1993 0.23%
1994 - 1996 0.22%

Source: Authors’ calculations using OMB data.
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Despite the program’s proven effectiveness, the rate of investment in Head
Start has not risen since its introduction in FY65, shrinking slightly from FY73 to
FY89. Head Start spending now is projected to return to its 1960s level, at least
through Phase I of the Budget Agreement. Still, the program in 1992 will be able to
support less than half of eligible children.
Physical Capital

The pattern of overall spending for physical capital breaks out into two basic
periods: pre- and post- 1981. Though there is some variation in the earlier period
(the high of nearly 1.2 percent was reached in FW78),  there is no point at which
outlays for physical capital drop below 0.95 percent. However, in the post-1981
period, spending never rises above this level, trending generally downward, with
each new low adding to the cumulative investment deficit. A new low of under 0.7

percent is projected for 1996.
Changes in spending for federal highways, mass transit, and sewage

treatment account for the majority of the shifts in overall infrastructure investment.
Though highway spending declined rather steadily after 1965 (from 0.6 percent to a
1990 level of below 0.3 percent), spending on transit and sewage treatment rose

Figure 4

1A

Federal Investment in Physical Capital as
Percent of GNP, Fiscal Years 1966-1996
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Source: Office of Management and Budget and Congressional Budget Office.



from almost zero to a combined share of 0.3 percent in 1980, propping up total
infrastructure investment in the process. Subsequent cuts in these areas during
the 198Os, however, resulted in a decline in overall infrastructure investment.

Table 4

FEDERAL INVESTMENT IN PHYSICAL CAPITAL+
(Annual Average as % of GNP)

Infrastructure All Physical
Only Capital

1966 - 1975 0.7% 1.0%
1976 - 1981 0.8% 1.1%
1982 - 1993 0.5% 0.8%
1994 - 1996 0.5% 0.7%

Source: Authors’ calculations using OMB data.

It should be noted that this analysis refers to gross physical investment. This
understates the real shrinkage in investment in recent years because it ignores the
need to replace worn-out capital. During periods of relative decline in gross
investment -- such as the last decade -- the share of each additional investment
dollar used to replace or maintain old capital rises, leaving a smaller portion
available for new public capital to support a growing private sector.
Civilian Research and Development

U.S. investment (public and private) in civilian research and development has
long trailed that of our major competitors. In 1978, national expenditures for
nondefense R&D as a share of GNP were: Japan 2.0 percent, West Germany  2.1
percent, and the U.S. 1.6 percent. By 1988, the gap had widened: Japan 2.9
percent, West Germany 2.7 percent, and the U.S. 1.9 percent. Federal civilian R&D
spending contributed to this deficit (see Figure 5), shrinking from 0.6 percent in
Ey78 to 0.4 percent in FY88. Not coincidentally, federal R&D spending for defense
nearly doubled during the same period.

Much of the story of federally financed civilian R&D reflects the relative
decline of NASA spending after the mid- 1960’s. Space support dropped to 0.2
percent of GNP by 1974. At this point, nondefense R&D spending as a whole held
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Figure 5
Federal Investment in Research & Development as

Percent of GNP, Fiscal Years 19664996
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relatively steady at just under 0.6 percent through FY81. From FY82 - FY87,  R&D
spending again declined, with (1) general science, space, and technology, and (2)
energy, the categories most affected. Finally, fueled by a renewed interest in NASA
and increased health research spending, R&D investment began to grow again
through the first two years of the 1990 Budget Deal. Beyond FY92, however, R&D
spending is projected to follow the path of domestic discretionary spending as a
whole, declining through FY96.

Table 5

Projecbd

FEDERAL NON-DEFENSE R&D SPENDING
(Annual Average as % of GNP]

Total Investment

1966 - 1968 1.0%
1969 - 1972 0.7%
1973 - 1981 0.6%
1982 - 1993 0.4%
1994 - 1996 0.4%

Source: Authors’ calculations using OMB data.
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THE INVESTMENT GAP

One way to measure the existing gap between our present level of public

investment and the level needed to support a more prosperous economy is through

historical reference. As Table 6 shows, federal investment as a share of GNP was

cut by a third between IV76 and FY90. Restoring the 1976 share to the 1990

budget would have required nearly $50 billion in additional investment.

The 1976 investment share of GNP is a relatively modest standard. It was not

a peak year for federal investment as a whole or for any particular investment

category, and was below the average for 1975 - 198 1. But it does represent an

investment level that the nation once found the means to support, even in the

midst of the Cold War. It was also a time when the United States faced a much less

competitive world economy, and therefore had less reason to be concerned about

reinvesting to maintain its international economic position.

Table 6

GNP

FEDERAL INVESTMENT GAP -- FY76 BASIS
(Outlays in Billions of Dollars)

Needed $ Increase
To Reach ‘76

1976 1990 GNP Share

1,698.2 5,405.6

Human Resources
Education & Training
Asa% ofGNP

14.3 27.0
0.8% 0.5%

Children 4.2 11.3
Asa% ofGNP 0.2% 0.2%

Physical Capital
Asa% ofGNP

18.7 40.8
1.1% 0.8%

R&D
Asa%ofGNP

10.2 22.7
0.6% 0.4%

Total Investment
Asa% ofGNP

47.3 101.7
2.8% 1.9%

18.5

2.0

18.7

9.6

48.9

Source: Authors’ calculations using OMB data.
Note: Totals may not add due to rounding.

Physical Capital and R&D figures are non-defense only.
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A more up-to-date estimate can be calculated from the range of recent expert
analyses of unmet needs in specific sectors. In addition to providing insight into

actual needs, these estimates capture some of the cumulative effects of neglect of

investment in previous years. For example, roads neglected since 1976 cannot be

returned to their 1976 standard merely by returning highway investment to its

earlier level. Instead, sustained spending well above the FY76 level will be required

until the backlog is eliminated. The reader should keep in mind, however, that only

in the physical capital category can the backlog of needs be fully addressed. The

backlogs in the R&D and human resources categories, by contrast, represent lost

opportunities and wasted lives that can never fully be recaptured. In general, the

estimates of need in these categories do not include any effort to make up for past

neglect.

As Table 7 shows, the investment gap, measured by adding up the expert

assessments, ranges from $63 billion to $126 billion, or from 1.1 to 2.2 percent of

GNP. The sums of the experts’ estimates presented here are obviously rough

approximations of the investment gap. They are probably conservative, as they

often seek to achieve a standard less lofty than that of 1976. Indeed, many of the

estimates of specific program needs are biased downward by the estimators’

perception of what is politically realistic in an era of fiscal constraint and resistance

Table 7

FEDERAL INVESTMENT GAP -- EXPERT ESTIMATES
(Outlays in Billions of Dollars)

Needed $
Increase for

“Full Funding”

HUMAN RESOURCES

Education & Training 23.3 - 45.0
Children 6.1 - 12.5

PHYSICAL CAPITAL 22.7 - 54.8

R&D 10.8 - 13.5

TOTAL INVESTIMENT 62.9 - 125.8

Sources: See Tables 8, 9, and 10.



to public spending, rather than a full assessment of need. For example, public
investments involving new technologies -- i.e. high-speed trains, automated
highways, high-definition television -- that might be on a European or Japanese list
are often absent from ours. Finally, the aggregated estimates presented may
understate needs as many of the smaller programs are not included.
Human Resources

Due to the deep cuts in this category since 1980, experts estimate that
sizeable spending increases (75-150 percent) are required to meet currently unmet
needs. The lower figure ($29.4B) represents a share of GNP only slightly higher (5
percent) than the amount cut since the peak year FY78.

Table 8

FEDERAL HUMAN RESOURCE INVESTMENT NEEDS,
EXPERT ESTIMATES

(Outlays in Billions of Dollars)

Needed $
Increase for
“Full Funding”

EDUCATION & TRAINING
Elem/Sec/Voc Ed. 8.5 - 16.9
Higher Education 2.5 - 7.6
Training & Emp. 12.3 - 20.5

CHILDREN
Child Nutrition 1.6 - 2.6
Child Care/SSBG 2.8
Head Start 1.0 - 6.4
Preventive Health 0.7

TOTAL 29.4 - 57.5

Sources: CCC, CDF, CED, CEF, GAO, NCC, NEA, OECD

Shortfalls in education and training programs account for about four-fifths of
the human resources investment gap, with training needs the largest. The
substantial gap in training reflects the fact that the primary federally-supported
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training system (JTPA) serves only 6 percent of a narrowly-defined eligible

population. The range of spending increases presented represents the additional

amounts necessary to match spending in (1) OECD countries on average, and (2)

West Germany. Spending to either level would require that a different training

system be put in place. Raising education spending, by contrast, does not imply

such a dramatic overhaul, reflecting instead the funding shortfalls in the variety of

current programs.

Though the FY76/FY90 investment gap (see Table 6) for the children’s

programs included here is rather small ($2 billion) and nearly eliminated due to

increases in FY91 and FY92, experts’ estimates suggest that much more is still

needed. Stimulated in part by a growing consensus that spending on children

makes good economic sense -- $1 invested in prenatal care saves $3.38 in care for

low birthweight babies: $1 invested in immunization saves $10 in treatment costs:

$1 invested in Head Start saves $6 of special education, reliance on public

assistance, and crime costs -- experts place “full funding” for the limited array of

children’s programs presented here at an additional $6.1 - $12.5 billion.

Physical Capital

Primarily driven by the needs of a neglected transportation sector, the

physical capital investment gap is estimated at roughly $55 billion annually. Even

at the lower end of the range ($22.7 billion), annual needs far surpass the

Table 9

FEDERAL INVESTMENT NEEDS IN PHYSICAL CAPITAL,
EXPERT ESTABATES

(Outlays in Billions of Dollars)

Needed $
Increase for

“Full Funding”

Highways 5.7 - 27.9
Transit 3.4 - 8.9
Aviation 3.9 - 6.9
Water/Sewage 4.9 - 5.8
F&ail 1.5 - 2.0
Other 3.3

TOTAL 22.7 - 54.8

Sources: AASHTO, APTA, CCC, CWC, DOT, EPA, GAO, UMTA
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FY76/FY90  gap, calling for nearly a 60 percent increase in physical capital
investment over the FY90 level.

The estimates for the nation’s highways, roads, and bridges offer an example
of what the range of numbers mean. The Department of Transportation estimates
that $45.7 billion is needed annually to maintain the nation’s highways, roads, and
bridges at their 1989 level. To improve conditions to a standard that eliminates all
backlog and accruing deficiencies, however, cost is estimated at $74.9 billion per
year for the next twentv vears. The federal share of highway, road, and bridge
spending was 56 percent in 1980 and 43 percent in 1990. Applying the low federal
share to the more modest goal and the high federal share to the more ambitious
goal generates a range of $19.7 - $41.9 billion. Subtracting the 1990 spending level
of $14 billion leaves an investment gap of $5.7 - $27.9 billion.

Another major contributor to the infrastructure investment gap is funding for
aviation programs. Unlike highway spending, however, outlays for aviation have
been on the rise. The gap here ($3.9 - $6.9 billion) is due to dramatically increased
air traffic and ridership.
Civilian Research and Development

Recommended funding levels for R&D are difficult to determine, as the R&D
“budget” is the composite of thousands of individual projects. Therefore, our
estimate of need is based on international comparisons. According to National
Science Foundation estimates of nondefense R&D spending, the U.S. invests 30-35
percent less than its major competitors, West Germany and Japan. This converts
to a $43 - $54 billion investment shortfall in FY90. Maintaining the current U.S.
federal share of nondefense R&D (25 percent], the annual federal R&D investment
gap is estimated at $10.8 - $13.5 billion. This needed additional investment
represents a 50-60 percent increase over the FY90 level.

Table 10

FEDERAL R&D INVESTMENT NEEDS
(Outlays in Billions of Dollars)

Needed $
Increase for

“Full Funding”
TOTAL 10.8 - 13.5

Source: Authors’ calculations using NSF data.



WHERE WILL THE MONEY COME FROM?

The damage done to the economy by the investment deficit of the past decade
has been compounded by the damage done to our financial condition by the fisd
policies of the past decade. But as much of a problem as the fiscal deficit may be,
it does not justify continued neglect of the nation’s investment needs.

The estimates examined here are inexact, but the rough magnitudes suggest
that we should be investing, at a bare minimum, another $60 billion in America’s
future, now. And that number should be rising throughout the 1990s as the
economy expands.

The good news is that responsible public investment more than pays for itself
over the long term. The bad news is that in the short term, the money must be
paid up front.

Given that other domestic discretionary spending has been cut to the bone
and there is little support for major cuts in entitlements such as social security,
there are three main sources of funds to eliminate the public investrnent deficit:
borrowing, taxes, and transfers from the military budget (the peace dividend). In
theory, all three sources are available, and in order to meet our investment needs in
this decade all three will have to be used. But political and economic realities will
continue to make it difficult to raise significant sums from either new borrowing or
taxes for the next several years. Fortunately, the recent dramatic meltdown of the
Cold War provides us with a new opportunity to reorder federal priorities and raise
the rate of domestic public investment.

New Borrowino. It is proper for governments to borrow in order to invest in
the future. To the extent that an investment makes the nation more productive,
increased tax revenues will be available to pay off the loan. But, as we have seen,
the last decade’s increase in the federal deficit does not reflect recent borrowing for
investment. Instead, it reflects borrowing to finance tax cuts for upper income
taxpayers and increased military consumption.

The current budget agreement between Congress and the White House
(reflected in the Budget Enforcement Act) further violates common sense budget
policy. By putting a cap on the discretionary domestic spending (the budget
category containing public investment) but permitting “off-budget” increases in
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spending for such purposes as the bail-out of the savings and loan industry, the
U.S. government is essentially borrowing to pay off past economic losses and forcing
capital investments gains to conform to current revenues.

Although the U.S. government lacks a capital budget, it certainly could apply
capital budget principles to the spending choices that it faces over the next few
years. This would permit it to borrow for investments and gradually force its
operating budget to conform to its revenues.

Clearly this is the direction in which sensible budget policy should be headed.
But it is unlikely to solve our problem in the near term as the federal budget deficit
for this fiscal year is now expected to be over $360 billion -- 6.1 percent of GNP. As
this share drops later in the decade, it will make sense to expand borrowing for
investment purposes.

Taxes. The U.S. as a whole is undertaxed. Taxes as a share of GNP are lower
in the U.S. than in any other advanced industrial nation. If the U.S. tax share were
equal to the average share for the OECD nations, we would be raising more than
$400 billion in additional public revenues -- of which nearly 60 percent would be
federal. Unfortunately, the combination of the last decade’s irresponsible anti-tax
politics and irresponsible tax policies -- which shifted the tax burden from the rich
to the lower and middle income classes -- has limited our ability to raise substantial
new general tax revenues. There is certainly room for raising tax rates on high
income, but in today’s political climate the proceeds are most likely to be used for
tax relief for middle income families.

Specific taxes dedicated to specific investment purposes may be somewhat
more politically acceptable -- e.g., an energy tax earmarked for conservation or
energy-efficient technologies or a payroll tax earmarked for training. But if the
recent rejection of a proposed 5 cent per gallon increase in the gas tax is any guide,
we can expect only modest results. Moreover, many such taxes are regressive;
raising them would further compound the inequitable upward redistribution of
incomes of the last 15 years. Some increased user fees, which would reflect the
real social cost of certain public goods, may be in order. But the benefits of most
public investments, by definition, spill over to a large number of people who cannot
be easily charged, so there is a practical limit to the amount of funds that can be
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fairly raised this way. Gathering political support for a value-added tax, even if it
could be fashioned to eliminate its regressive effect -- will take years.

The Peace Dividend. No matter how one looks at it, we are now spending,
and plan to spend, much more than is necessary for our national security. If we
use 1976 as a benchmark for military consumption, as we have for domestic
investment, the numbers are dramatic. In that year, under a Republican president,
when the Soviet Union was run by hard-line communists and the Warsaw Pact was
fully armed with its guns pointed West, the U.S. defense outlays were $2 15 billion
(in 1992 dollars). In fiscal year 1992 -- in the aftermath of the military and
economic collapse of the Soviet Union, indeed its dismemberment -- we will spend
$295 billion! Thus, today, we are already spending a minimum of $80 billion more
on defense than historic common sense suggests we have to.

The answers of military experts vary as to how much and how fast the
defense budget can be cut. The Administration tells us that the failure of the coup
in the Soviet Union will have a negligible effect on current defense spending levels.
This would leave us with a current dollar defense budget of $298 billion in 1996,
and as indicated earlier, will require a $41 billion domestic investment spending cut
in 1994 and 1995.

Figure 6 shows m Administration military budget projections. One is the
projection presented by Defense Secretary Cheney last Winter, which is the
Administration’s estimate of the cost of the present Pentagon five-year defense pIan.
After 1996, this projection levels out above the real-dollar 1976 level of defense
spending. But according to the CBO and other budget experts, this seriously
underestimates the real costs of the program. CBO’s estimates of the cost of the
Administration’s current military plans are shown as Cheney/CBO and imply
sharply rising costs of defense after 1996.

An alternative set of budgets has been proposed by former Pentagon official
Henry Kaufmann and Brookings Institution defense scholar John Steinbruner.
These were also calculated before the recent break up of the Soviet Union.
Kaufmann and Steinbruner propose a ten-year budget based upon their various
assumptions of the evolution of international cooperation. These are shown on
Figure 6 as Kaufmann/Steinbruner  I and Kaufmann/Steinbruner  II. (The
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Kaufmann/Steinbruner  estimates have been adjusted by adding national defense
costs assigned to the Department of Energy -- including the cost of cleaning up
hazardous waste from the nuclear weapons program.) Kaufmann/Steinbruner  II,
the lowest projection, which reflects the most optimistic assumptions, reaches the
1976 real dollar level in 1995 and drops to $160 billion in real terms by 2001.

Figure 6
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Because of the current budget restrictions, neither the Cheney nor the
Kaufmann/Steinbruner  budgets provide any savings that might be reallocated to
domestic investment through the life of the current budget deal: that is, through
1995. In fact, each of their options would require additional domestic cuts to meet
the discretionary spending caps in FY94 and FY95. Table 11 displays the cuts
(from the “baseline” reflecting the maintenance of existing programs) that would be
required under each budget scenario.
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Table 11

DISCRETIONARY SPENDING IMPLIED UNDER
CHENEY & KAUFMANN/STEINBRUNER  PLANS

(Budget Authority in Billions of Dollars)

Assume Assume
Cheney Kaufmann/Steinbruner

FY94 FY95 FY94 FY95

Defense Cuts -8.4 -18.4 -21.1 -41.8

Non-Defense Cuts -16.5 -24.3 -3.8 -1.0

Sources: Authors’ calculations using CBO, OMB, Brookings data.
Notes: The Kaufmann/Steinbruner  plan refers to their “Cooperative
Security Option.”

International spending accounts for under 10 percent of the
non-defense discretionary budget.

It should be kept in mind that the perspective of all of these proposed
budgets reflects the Pentagon planning process and concern for a deliberate, orderly
pace of reductions. There is nothing magical about a ten-year horizon (history and
international affairs do not evolve in such neat time frames.) It is used by defense
experts because the Pentagon plans are developed in five-year intervals. The more
immediate urgency of increasing domestic spending and the costs of failing to do so
are not central considerations in these projections.

The urgency arises not only from the human and economic cost of further
delaying domestic investment, but also from the lag time between budget authority
and actual spending on defense procurement, which makes up about 30 percent of
the defense budget. Because of these lags, over 80 percent of procurement
spending in any given year is a function of previous years’ commitments, which
means that action must be taken now to reduce spending in future years. The
recent Administration proposal to significantly reduce the nation’s tactical nuclear
arsenal offers an example. Though projected savings in the. long term are estimated
at $12.8 billion, the FY92 budget will be largely unaffected.
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Any transfer of spending from military to civilian budget categories must
involve planning to conserve assets and minimize the human cost of the transition.
Paralleling the reduction in military spending therefore should be a national
conversion effort to assure the transition of people and communities to the civilian
economy, and to preserve high capabilities in industrial technology, both to support
U.S. competitiveness and to be available if the need for remobilization occurs in the
future. The key to both economic and military security in the future is an economy
with the flexibility and capacity to deploy its industrial technology wherever and
whenever it is needed.

CONCLUSION
There is now obviously a serious mismatch between investment needs vital to

America’s future and the present budget agreement. Something has to give.
Borrowing is not an option in the short term, and a massive increase in taxes is not
politically acceptable. The only alternative is to cut the military budget fast and
deep. The present agreement protects the President and the Congress from having
to make hard decisions until after the next election. In doing so, it puts America at
risk. Failure to scrap the Budget Enforcement Act and to renegotiate a budget
which permits the reordering of priorities is, in effect, a decision to dramatically
reduce American competitiveness and living standards in the 1990s.

October 199 1

ENDNOTES

1. Minor double counting is included between the human resources and physical
capital categories. However, as grants for physical capital investment in
education, training, employment, and social services combined was only $58
million in M90 (out of the category’s total of $38.5 billion), the effect of double
counting is assumed to be minimal.



Table 1
__ Total Investment represents the combined average annual expenditure for

human resources, physical capital, and non-defense R&D, as a percent of GNP.
Time periods are selected to highlight the trends depicted in Figure 1.

Table 2
__ Total Investment represents the average annual expenditure for education and

training, as defined for Figure 2. Time periods are selected to highlight the trends
depicted in this graphic.

Table 3
-_ Total Investment represents the average annual expenditure for the selected

menu of children’s programs included in Figure 3. Time periods are selected to
highlight the trends depicted in this graphic.

Table 4
__ Infrastructure Only represents the average annual expenditure for

transportation, water, and sewage treatment programs. All Physical Capital
represents the average annual expenditure for all physical capital, including
infrastructure. Time periods are selected to highlight the trends depicted in
Figure 4.

Table 5
-- Total Investment represents the average annual expenditure for the conduct of

all non-defense R&D. Time periods are selected to highlight the trends depicted in
Figure 5.

Table 6
-- Needed $ Increase To Reach ‘76 GNP Share represents the additional

expenditure needed in each category in 1990 to place investment spending (as a
percent of GNP) at its 1976 level.

Table 7
-- Sum of data in tables 8, 9, and 10.

Table 8
__ Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education estimates represent the

sums of recommended funding increases for various programs included in budget
subfunction 501: adult education, bilingual education, Chapter 1, Chapter 2,
impact aid, special education, math & science, and vocational education.

__ Higher Education estimates represent the sums of recommended funding
increases for various programs included in budget subfunction 502: Pell grants,
Supplemental Educational Opportunity grants, and Work-Study.

_- Training and Employment estimates represent the increases necessary for U.S.
public investment in job training to equal the levels in OECD countries on average
(low) and Germany (high).

__ Child Nutrition estimates represent the sums of recommended funding increases
for School Lunch and WIG.

__ Child Care/SSBG estimate represents the increase recommended by the
Committee for Economic Development.



-- Head Start estimates represent the increase needed to serve all eligible 4- and 5-
year olds (low) and the increase needed to serve all eligible 3- to 5-year olds (high).

-- Preventive Health estimate represents the sums of recommended funding
increases for prenatal care, immunization, and family planning.

Table 9
-- Highways estimates represent the federal share of the average annual increase

necessary to maintain 1989 conditions (low) and to improve conditions to a
standard that eliminates all backlog deficiencies (high). (USDOT)

-- Transit estimates represent the increase needed to return to the 1981 funding
level (low), and to address $90.8 billion in current capital needs (high) over a five-
year period, with federal share at 80%. (AETA)

-- Water/Sewage estimates represent the average annual increase needed to comply
with federal drinking water and sewage treatment laws and rebuild aging systems
1993 - 2000 (CWC) and to eliminate the backlog of capital needs ($83.5 billion)
over five years, with federal share at 50%. (EPA)

-- Aviation estimates represent the needed funding levels in 1990 and 1995, based
on projected air traffic. (AASHTO)

-- Rail estimates represent average annual increases necessary to address capital
needs. (UMTA)

-- Other estimate represents the needed increase in the Community Development
Block Grant program to restore its 1980 level. (CCC)

Table 10
-- Total estimates represent the federal share (25%) of the average annual increase

necessary to match civilian R&D investment in W. Germany and Japan.

Table 11
-- Defense Cuts represents the reductions contained in the Cheney and

Kaufmann/Steinbruner  plans for budget function 050.
-- Non-Defense Cuts represents the reductions necessary in non-defense

discretionary spending in order to satisfy the Budget Enforcement Act caps.



Figure 1
-- Sum of data for figures 2, 3, 4, and 5.

Figure 2
_- Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education spending represents outlays

for budget subfunction 501;
-- Higher Education spending represents outlays for budget subfunction 502;
__ Training and Employment spending represents outlays for budget subfunctions

504 and 553.

Figure 3
__ Child Nutrition spending represents outlays for child nutrition and special milk

programs, plus outlays for supplemental feeding programs (e.g., WE);
-- SSBG/Child Care spending represents outlays for the 60% portion (Sugarman

1991) of Social Services Block Grants devoted to children’s programs, plus,
beginning in FY91,  outlays for payments to states for daycare assistance:

-- Head Start spending represents the Congressional appropriation for the program
(FY93 - FY96 estimates are based on OMB’s projection for human development
services spending as a whole):

__ Preventive Health spending represents outlays for maternal and child health,
child immunization, family planning, and infant mortality (IT66 - FY92 program
funding levels are from federal budgets of the same years: FY93 - FY96 estimates
are based on OMB’s projection for domestic discretionary spending as a whole).

Figure 4
_- Transportation spending represents outlays for highways, public transit, aviation,

and railroads:
__ Water/Sewage spending represents outlays for water programs, plus spending for

sewage treatment programs:
-- Other represents outlays for all physical capital not included above.

Figure 5
-- Spending for General Science, Space, and Technology; Energy &

Transportation; and Health, represent outlays for the conduct of R&D in these
areas (FY93 - IT96 estimates are based on OMB’s projections for domestic
discretionary spending as a whole):

_- Other represents outlays for the conduct of research in agriculture, natural
resources, environment, and all other non-defense areas not included above (FY93
- FY96 estimates are based on OMB’s projections for domestic discretionary
spending as a whole).

Figure 6
__ Cheney represents budget authority for national defense (budget function 050)

assuming that the FY96 level will be maintained through 200 1;
__ Cheney/CBO  represents budget authority for function 050 following CBO’s

estimates after FY96;
_- Kaufmann-Steinbruner I represents budget authority for subfunction 051

following their “Low Option”, plus Cheney estimates for subfunctions 053 and 054;
_- Kaufmann-Steinbruner II represents budget authority for subfunction 051

following their “Cooperative Security Option”, plus Cheney estimates for
subfunctions 053 and 054.
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training system (JTPA) serves only 6 percent of a narrowly-defined eligible
population. The range of spending increases presented represents the additional
amounts necessary to match spending in (1) OECD countries on average, and (2)
West Germany. Spending to either level would require that a different training
system be put in place. Raising education spending, by contrast, does not imply
such a dramatic overhaul, reflecting instead the funding shortfalls in the variety of
current programs.

Though the FY76/FY90 investment gap (see Table 6) for the children’s
programs included here is rather small ($2 billion) and nearly eliminated due to
increases in FY91 and FY92, experts’ estimates suggest that much more is still
needed. Stimulated in part by a growing consensus that spending on children
makes good economic sense -- $1 invested in prenatal care saves $3.38 in care for
low birthweight babies; $1 invested in immunization saves $10 in treatment costs:
$1 invested in Head Start saves $6 of special education, reliance on public
assistance, and crime costs -- experts place “full funding” for the limited array of
children’s programs presented here at an additional $6.1 - $12.5 billion.
Physical Capital

Primarily driven by the needs of a neglected transportation sector, the
physical capital investment gap is estimated at roughly $55 billion annually. Even
at the lower end of the range ($22.7 billion), annual needs far surpass the

Table 9

FEDERAL INVESTMENT NEEDS IN PHYSICAL CAPITAL,
EXPERT ESTIMATES

(Outlays in Billions of Dollars)
Needed $

Increase for
“Full Funding”

Highways 5.7 - 27.9
Transit 3.4 - 8.9
Aviation 3.9 - 6.9
Water/Sewage 4.9 - 5.8
Pail 1.5 - 2.0
Other _ 3.3
TOTAL 22.7 - 54.8

Sources: AASHTO, APTA, CCC, CWC, DOT, EPA, GAO, UMTA
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Fy76/FY90 gap, calling for nearly a 60 percent increase in physical capital

investment over the FY90 level.

The estimates for the nation’s highways, roads, and bridges offer an example

of what the range of numbers mean. The Department of Transportation estimates

that $45.7 billion is needed annually to maintain the nation’s highways, roads, and

bridges at their 1989 level. To improve conditions to a standard that eliminates all

backlog and accruing deficiencies, however, cost is estimated at $74.9 billion per

year for the next twentv vears. The federal share of highway, road, and bridge

spending was 56 percent in 1980 and 43 percent in 1990. Applying the low federal

share to the more modest goal and the high federal share to the more ambitious

goal generates a range of $19.7 - $4 1.9 billion. Subtracting the 1990 spending level

of $14 billion leaves an investment gap of $5.7 - $27.9 billion.

Another major contributor to the infrastructure investment gap is funding for

aviation programs. Unlike highway spending, however, outlays for aviation have

been on the rise. The gap here ($3.9 - $6.9 billion) is due to dramatically increased

air traffic and ridership.

Civilian Research and Development

Recommended funding levels for R&D are difficult to determine, as the R&D

“budget” is the composite of thousands of individual projects. Therefore, our

estimate of need is based on international comparisons. According to National

Science Foundation estimates of nondefense R&D spending, the U.S. invests 30-35

percent less than its major competitors, West Germany and Japan. This converts

to a $43 - $54 billion investment shortfall in FY90. Maintaining the current U.S.

federal share of nondefense R&D (25 percent), the annual federal R&D investment

gap is estimated at $10.8 - $13.5 billion. This needed additional investment

represents a 50-60 percent increase over the FY90 level.

Table 10

FEDERAL RBrD INVESTMENT NEEDS
(Outlays in Billions of Dollars)

Needed $
Increase for

“Full Funding”

TOTAL 10.8 - 13.5

Source: Authors’ calculations using NSF data.



WHERE WILL THE MONEY COME FROM?

The damage done to the economy by the investment deficit of the past decade
has been compounded by the damage done to our financial condition by the fiscal
policies of the past decade. But as much of a problem as the fiscal deficit may be,
it does not justify continued neglect of the nation’s investment needs.

The estimates examined here are inexact, but the rough magnitudes suggest
that we should be investing, at a bare minimum, another $60 billion in America’s
future, now. And that number should be rising throughout the 1990s as the
economy expands.

The good news is that responsible public investment more than pays for itself
over the long term. The bad news is that in the short term, the money must be
paid up front.

Given that other domestic discretionary spending has been cut to the bone
and there is little support for major cuts in entitlements such as social security,
there are three main sources of funds to eliminate the public investment deficit:
borrowing, taxes, and transfers from the military budget (the peace dividend). In
theory, all three sources are available, and in order to meet our investment needs in
this decade all three will have to be used. But political and economic realities will
continue to make it difficult to raise significant sums from either new borrowing or
taxes for the next several years. Fortunately, the recent dramatic meltdown of the
Cold War provides us with a new opportunity to reorder federal priorities and raise
the rate of domestic public investment.

New ~orrowina.  It is proper for governments to borrow in order to invest in
the future. To the extent that an investment makes the nation more productive,
increased tax revenues will be available to pay off the loan. But, as we have seen,
the last decade’s increase in the federal deficit does not reflect recent borrowing for
investment. Instead, it reflects borrowing to finance tax cuts for upper income
taxpayers and increased military consumption.

The current budget agreement between Congress and the White House
(reflected in the Budget Enforcement Act) further violates common sense budget
policy. By putting a cap on the discretionary domestic spending (the budget
category containing public investment) but permitting “off-budget” increases in
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spending for such purposes as the bail-out of the savings and loan industry, the
U.S. government is essentially borrowing to pay off past economic losses and forcing
capital investments gains to conform to current revenues.

Although the US. government lacks a capital budget, it certainly could apply
capital budget principles to the spending choices that it faces over the next few
years. This would permit it to borrow for investments and gradually force its
operating budget to conform to its revenues.

Clearly this is the direction in which sensible budget policy should be headed.
But it is unlikely to solve our problem in the near term as the federal budget deficit
for this fiscal year is now expected to be over $360 billion -- 6.1 percent of GNP. As
this share drops later in the decade, it will make sense to expand borrowing for
investment purposes.

Taxes. The U.S. as a whole is undertaxed. Taxes as a share of GNP are lower
in the U.S. than in any other advanced industrial nation. If the U.S. tax share were
equal to the average share for the OECD nations, we would be raising more than
$400 billion in additional public revenues -- of which nearly 60 percent would be
federal. Unfortunately, the combination of the last decade’s irresponsible anti-tax
politics and irresponsible tax policies -- which shifted the tax burden from the rich
to the lower and middle income classes -- has limited our ability to raise substantial
new general tax revenues. There is certainly room for raising tax rates on high
income, but in today’s political climate the proceeds are most likely to be used for
tax relief for middle income families.

Specific taxes dedicated to specific investment purposes may be somewhat
more politically acceptable -- e.g., an energy tax earmarked for conservation or
energy-efficient technologies or a payroll tax earmarked for training. But if the
recent rejection of a proposed 5 cent per gallon increase in the gas tax is any guide,
we can expect only modest results. Moreover, many such taxes are regressive:
raising them would further compound the inequitable upward redistribution of
incomes of the last 15 years. Some increased user fees, which would reflect the
real social cost of certain public goods, may be in order. But the benefits of most
public investments, by definition, spill over to a large number of people who cannot
be easily charged, so there is a practical limit to the amount of funds that can be
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fairly raised this way. Gathering political support for a value-added tax, even if it

could be fashioned to eliminate its regressive effect -- will take years.

The Peace Dividend. No matter how one looks at it, we are now spending,

and plan to spend, much more than is necessary for our national security. If we

use 1976 as a benchmark for military consumption, as we have for domestic

investment, the numbers are dramatic. In that year, under a Republican president,

when the Soviet Union was run by hard-line communists and the Warsaw Pact was

fully arrned with its guns pointed West, the U.S. defense outlays were $215 billion

(in 1992 dollars). In fiscal year 1992 -- in the aftermath of the military and

economic collapse of the Soviet Union, indeed its dismemberment -- we will spend

$295 billion! Thus, today, we are already spending a minimum of $80 billion more

on defense than historic common sense suggests we have to.

The answers of military experts vary as to how much and how fast the

defense budget can be cut. The Administration tells us that the failure of the coup

in the Soviet Union will have a negligible effect on current defense spending levels.

This would leave us with a current dollar defense budget of $298 billion in 1996,

and as indicated earlier, will require a $41 billion domestic investment spending cut

in 1994 and 1995.

Figure 6 shows m Administration military budget projections. One is the

projection presented by Defense Secretary Cheney last Winter, which is the

Administration’s estimate of the cost of the present Pentagon five-year defense plan.

After 1996, this projection levels out above the real-dollar 1976 level of defense

spending. But according to the CBO and other budget experts, this seriously

underestimates the real costs of the program. CBO’s estimates of the cost of the

Administration’s current military plans are shown as Cheney/CBO and imply

sharply rising costs of defense after 1996.

An alternative set of budgets has been proposed by former Pentagon official

Henry Kaufmann and Brookings Institution defense scholar John Steinbruner.

These were also calculated before the recent break up of the Soviet Union.

Kaufmann and Steinbruner propose a ten-year budget based upon their various
assumptions of the evolution of international cooperation. These are shown on

Figure 6 as Kaufmann/Steinbruner  I and Kaufmann/Steinbruner  II. (The
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Kaufmann/Steinbruner  estimates have been adjusted by adding national defense

costs assigned to the Department of Energy -- including the cost of cleaning up

hazardous waste from the nuclear weapons program.) Kaufmann/Steinbruner  II,

the lowest projection, which reflects the most optimistic assumptions, reaches the

1976 real dollar level in 1995 and drops to $160 billion in real terms by 200 1.

Figure 6
National Defense Budget Authority,
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Sources: Ofh of Management and Budget: Brookings Institution.
Note: Dollar values adjusted for inflation using
Department of Defense (DOD) deflators.

Because of the current budget restrictions, neither the Cheney nor the

Kaufmann/Steinbruner  budgets provide any savings that might be reallocated to

domestic investment through the life of the current budget deal: that is, through

1995. In fact, each of their options would require additional domestic cuts to meet

the discretionary spending caps in FY94 and FY95. Table 11 displays the cuts

(from the “baseline” reflecting the maintenance of existing programs) that would be

required under each budget scenario.
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Table 11

DISCRETIONARY SPENDING IMPLIED UNDER
CHENEY & KAUFMA.NN/STEINBRUNER PLANS

(Budget Authority in Billions of Dollars)

Assume Assume
Cheney Kaufmann/Steinbruner

FY94 FY95 FY94 FY95

Defense Cuts -8.4 -18.4 -21.1 -41.8

Non-Defense Cuts -16.5 -24.3 -3.8 - 1 . 0

Sources: Authors’ calculations using CBO, OMB, Brookings data.
Notes: The Kaufmann/Steinbruner  plan refers to their “Cooperative
Security Option.”

International spending accounts for under 10 percent of the
non-defense discretionary budget.

It should be kept in mind that the perspective of all of these proposed
budgets reflects the Pentagon planning process and concern for a deliberate, orderly
pace of reductions. There is nothing magical about a ten-year horizon (history and
international affairs do not evolve in such neat time frames.) It is used by defense
experts because the Pentagon plans are developed in five-year intervals. The more
immediate urgency of increasing domestic spending and the costs of failing to do so
are not central considerations in these projections.

The urgency arises not only from the human and economic cost of further
delaying domestic investment, but also from the lag time between budget authority
and actual spending on defense procurement, which makes up about 30 percent of
the defense budget. Because of these lags, over 80 percent of procurement
spending in any given year is a function of previous years’ commitments, which
means that action must be taken now to reduce spending in future years. The
recent Administration proposal to significantly reduce the nation’s tactical nuclear
arsenal offers an example. Though projected savings in the.long term are estimated
at $12.8 billion, the FY92 budget will be largely unaffected.
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Any transfer of spending from military to civilian budget categories must
involve planning to conserve assets and minimize the human cost of the transition.
Paralleling the reduction in military spending therefore should be a national
conversion effort to assure the transition of people and communities to the civilian
economy, and to preserve high capabilities in industrial technology, both to support
U.S. competitiveness & to be available if the need for remobilization occurs in the
future. The key to both economic and military security in the future is an economy
with the flexibility and capacity to deploy its industrial technology wherever and
whenever it is needed.

CONCLUSION
There is now obviously a serious mismatch between investment needs vital to

America’s future and the present budget agreement. Something has to give.
Borrowing is not an option in the short term, and a massive increase in taxes is not
politically acceptable. The only alternative is to cut the military budget fast and
deep. The present agreement protects the President and the Congress from having
to make hard decisions until after the next election. In doing so, it puts America at
risk. Failure to scrap the Budget Enforcement Act and to renegotiate a budget
which permits the reordering of priorities is, in effect, a decision to dramatically
reduce American competitiveness and living standards in the 1990s.

October 199 1

ENDNOTES

1. Minor double counting is included between the human resources and physical
capital categories. However, as grants for physical capital investment in
education, training, employment, and social services combined was only $58
million in FY90 (out of the category’s total of $38.5 billion), the effect of double
counting is assumed to be minimal.



Table 1
-- Total Investment represents the combined average annual expenditure for

human resources, physical capital, and non-defense R&D, as a percent of GNP.
Time periods are selected to highlight the trends depicted in Figure 1.

Table 2
-- Total Investment represents the average annual expenditure for education and

training, as defined for Figure 2. Time periods are selected to highlight the trends
depicted in this graphic.

Table 3
_- Total Investment represents the average annual expenditure for the selected

menu of children’s programs included in Figure 3. Time periods are selected to
highlight the trends depicted in this graphic.

Table 4
-- Infrastructure Only represents the average annual expenditure for

transportation, water, and sewage treatment programs. All Physical Capital
represents the average annual expenditure for all physical capital, including
infrastructure. Time periods are selected to highlight the trends depicted in
Figure 4.

Table 5
-_ Total Investment represents the average annual expenditure for the conduct of

all non-defense R&D. Time periods are selected to highlight the trends depicted in
Figure 5.

Table 6
-_ Needed $ Increase To Reach ‘76 GNP Share represents the additional

expenditure needed in each category in 1990 to place investment spending (as a
percent of GNP) at its 1976 level.

Table 7
-- Sum of data in tables 8, 9, and 10.

Table 8
__ Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education estimates represent the

sums of recommended funding increases for various programs included in budget
subfunction 501: adult education, bilingual education, Chapter I, Chapter 2,
impact aid, special education, math & science, and vocational education.

__ Higher Education estimates represent the sums of recommended funding
increases for various programs included in budget subfunction 502: Pell grants,
Supplemental Educational Opportunity grants, and Work-Study.

__ Training and Employment estimates represent the increases necessary for U.S.
public investment in job training to equal the levels in OECD countries on average
(low) and Germany (high).

__ Child Nutrition estimates represent the sums of recommended funding increases
for School Lunch and WIC.

-- Child Care/SSBG  estimate represents the increase recommended by the
Committee for Economic Development.



-- Head Start estimates represent the increase needed to serve all eligible 4- and 5
year olds (low) and the increase needed to serve all eligible 3- to 5-year olds (high).

-- Preventive Health estimate represents the sums of recommended funding
increases for prenatal care, immunization, and family planning.

Table 9
-- Highways estimates represent the federal share of the average annual increase

necessary to maintain 1989 conditions (low) and to improve conditions to a
standard that eliminates all backlog deficiencies (high). (USDOT)

__ Transit estimates represent the increase needed to return to the 198 1 funding
level (low), and to address $90.8 billion in current capital needs (high) over a five-
year period, with federal share at 80%. (APTA)

-_ Water/Sewage estimates represent the average annual increase needed to comply
with federal drinking water and sewage treatment laws and rebuild aging systems
1993 - 2000 (CWC) and to eliminate the backlog of capital needs ($83.5 billion)
over five years, with federal share at 50%. (EPA)

__ Aviation estimates represent the needed funding levels in 1990 and 1995, based
on projected air traffic. (AASHTO)

-- Rail estimates represent average annual increases necessary to address capital
needs. (UMTA)

-- Other estimate represents the needed increase in the Community Development
Block Grant program to restore its 1980 level. (CCC)

Table 10
-- Total estimates represent the federal share (25%) of the average annual increase

necessary to match civilian R&D investment in W. Germany and Japan.

Table 11
-- Defense Cuts represents the reductions contained in the Cheney and

Kaufmann/Steinbruner plans for budget function 050.
__ Non-Defense Cuts represents the reductions necessary in non-defense

discretionary spending in order to satisfy the Budget Enforcement Act caps.



FIGURE NOTES

Figure 1
-- Sum of data for figures 2, 3, 4, and 5.

Figure 2
-- Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education spending represents outlays

for budget subfunction 501;
-- Higher Education spending represents outlays for budget subfunction 502;
__ ‘kaining and Employment spending represents outlays for budget subfunctions

504 and 553.

Figure 3
-- Child Nutrition spending represents outlays for child nutrition and special milk

programs, plus outlays for supplemental feeding programs (e.g., WE);
-- SSBG/Child Care spending represents outlays for the 60% portion (Sugarman

1991) of Social Services Block Grants devoted to children’s programs, plus,
beginning in FY91, outlays for payments to states for daycare assistance:

-- Head Start spending represents the Congressional appropriation for the program
(FY93 - FY96 estimates are based on OMB’s projection for human development
services spending as a whole):

-- Preventive Health spending represents outlays for maternal and child health,
child immunization, family planning, and infant mortality (IT66 - FY92 program
funding levels are from federal budgets of the same years: FY93 - FY96 estimates
are based on OMB’s projection for domestic discretionary spending as a whole).

Figure 4
__ Transportation spending represents outlays for highways, public transit, aviation,

and railroads:
__ Water/Sewage spending represents outlays for water programs, plus spending for

sewage treatment programs;
-- Other represents outlays for all physical capital not included above.

Figure 5
-- Spending for General Science, Space, and Technology; Energy &

Transportation; and Health, represent outlays for the conduct of R&D in these
areas (F’Y93 - FY96 estimates are based on OMB’s projections for domestic
discretionary spending as a whole):

-- Other represents outlays for the conduct of research in agriculture, natural
resources, environment, and all other non-defense areas not included above (FY93
- FY96 estimates are based on OMB’s projections for domestic discretionary
spending as a whole).

Figure 6
__ Cheney represents budget authority for national defense (budget function 050)

assuming that the FY96 level will be maintained through 200 1;
-- Cheney/CBO  represents budget authority for function 050 following CBO’s

estimates after FY96;
-- Kaufmann-Steinbruner I represents budget authority for subfunction 051

following their “Low Option”, plus Cheney estimates for subfunctions 053 and 054:
_- Kaufmann-Steinbruner II represents budget authority for subfunction 051

following their “Cooperative Security Option”, plus Cheney estimates for
subfunctions 053 and 054.
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